Solvent Printable Media & Ink
Banner Media
LG ChemVizuon Bannux Ultra Gloss Supreme 13 oz. gloss & matte white scrim
reinforced banner material. Developed for indoor and outdoor applications with excellent printability and
weather resistance, with a 1 year outdoor durability. Works well for digital and screen printing and
billboard use. Available in both gloss & matte from stock.
Gloss
Matte
PMLUGS13-30 30” x 33 yd.
$63.99 (.26 sf) PMLUMS13-30 30” x 33 yd.
$63.99 (.26 sf)
PMLUGS13-39 39” x 33 yd.
$79.27 (.25 sf) PMLUMS13-39 39” x 50 yd.
$120.09 (.25 sf)
PMLUGS13-54 54” x 33 yd
$104.68
PMLUMS13-54 54” x 50 yd.
$158.60
PMLUGS13-63 63” x 50 yd.
$122.11
PMLUMS13-63 63” x 50 yd.
$193.99
PMLUGS13-73 73” x 33 yd.
$141.51
PMLUMS13-73 73” x 50 yd.
$224.79

LG ChemVizuon Xign 14 oz. matte curl resistant, double sided banner material. A
revolutionary construction eliminates the fabric that can cause curling and edge fraying; it also acts as a
block out to make double sided printing possible. Great for banner stands as well as many other
applications. Works well for digital printing. Available in the following roll sizes from stock:
PMLXIGN-39
39” x 33 yd.
$202.45 (.63 sf)
PMLXIGN-54
54” x 33 yd.
$280.31

*Limited Availability Tekgraf Luminosity Reinforced PVC Banner 13 oz. This
banner material is a flexible PVC material with a highly tear-resistant polyester fabric embedded between two
white layers of vinyl. The product is water resistant and has a gloss surface for banners and signs that really
pop. Printable with both solvent and Eco-solvent inks, for best results we recommend using the correct ICC
profile that contains the proper printer settings. Applications include indoor/outdoor banners, tradeshow
backdrops, & short term signage. Material is wound print side in. Available in the following size from stock:\
Gloss
Matte
PMTGB13-30 30” x 82’ (RW) $38.35 (.18 sf) PMTMB13-30
30” x 82’ (RW) $38.35
PMTGB13-38 38” x 164’ (RW) $92.10
PMTMB13-54
54” x 164’ (RW) $130.93
PMTGB13-54 54” x 164’ (RW) $130.93

Pressure Sensitive Vinyl
*NEW PRODUCT Orajet product # 3165 RA is a 3.75 mill 5 yr. gloss white vinyl, with
a grey pigmented adhesive incorporating Oracal’s new Rapid Air technology. Great for use as medium term,
easy to apply, flat panel applications. A real time saver that prints great with the highest white point. Use
either calendared or cast laminate with this media. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PMO3165GRA-30-010 30” x 150’ $128.22 (.34 sf) 5 rolls $123.41 (.33 sf)
PMO3165GRA-54-010 54” x 150’ $230.73
5 rolls $222.08

Date: 4-12-10 *Prices are subject to change without notice.

*NEW PRODUCT Orajet product # 3268 is a 6 mill matte white vinyl with a unique low
tack adhesive that enables the printed graphic to be moved, and then re-applied multiple times without
leaving an adhesive residue behind. It is compatible with most latex painted surfaces which make it ideal for
contour-cut printed graphics, promotional campaigns and in home wall decorations. Designed for shorterterm interior wall graphics, we recommend ORAGAURD 210 or 215 laminates Available in the following sizes
from stock:
PMO-3268M-30-010 30” x 150’ $123.12 (.33 sf) 5 rolls $118.50 (.32 sf)
PMO-3268M-54-010 54” x 150’ $221.63
5 rolls $213.63
*NEW PRODUCT Orajet product # 3628 is a 3 mill matte white vinyl with a unique low
tack adhesive that makes it easy to remove from interior walls and glass. Designed for shorter- term interior
wall murals and larger graphics, we recommend ORAGAURD 210 or 215 laminates Available in the following
sizes from stock:
PMO-3628M-30-010 30” x 150’ $120.80 (.32sf)
Orajet product # 3621 is a 3 mill white gloss 4 yr. vinyl with a removable, grey
pigmented water-based adhesive. Great for short-term transit or billboard applications (flat surfaces only).
Available in the following roll sizes from stock:
PMO3621G-30-010 30” x 150’ $67.23 (.18 sf)
5 rolls $64.71 (.17 sf)
PMO3621G-54-010 54” x 150’ $121.83
5 rolls $117.26

Orajet product # 3640 is a 3 mill 4yr. economy gloss white vinyl, with a clear water
based adhesive. Great for use as short and medium- term indoor and outdoor displays. Available in the
following sizes from stock:
PMO3640G-30-010 30” x 150’ $67.23 (.18 sf)
5 rolls $64.71 (.17 sf)
PMO3640G-54-010 54” x 150’ $121.83
5 rolls $117.26

Orajet product # 3551 RA is a 2.75 mill, 7 yr. calendared gloss white film with
Oracal’s new Rapid Air technology. It features an advanced air-release liner and repositionable
adhesive that is removable up to 4 yrs. It’s ideal for general signage and partial vehicle wraps over
corrugations and flat surfaces with rivets. For vehicle wraps always use a cast laminate i.e., 290
Oragaurd. Available from stock in the following sizes:
PMO3551RA-30-101 30” x 150’’ $249.77 (.67 sf) 5 rolls $240.40 (.64 sf)
PMO3551RA-54-101 54” x 150’’ $446.83
5 rolls $430.28

Orajet product # 3651 is a 2.5 mill, 5 yr. gloss or matte white vinyl with a gray
pigmented adhesive. Works great for brilliant medium term indoor and outdoor displays, our most popular
media. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PMO3651G-30-000 30” x 150’ $107.86 transparent (.29sf) 5 rolls $103.81 (.28 sf)
PMO3651G-30-010 30” x 150’ $107.86 gloss white
5 rolls $103.81
PMO3651M-30-010 30” x 150’ $107.86 matte white
5 rolls $103.81
PMO3651G-36-010 36” x 150’ $130.39 gloss white
5 rolls $125.50
PMO3651M-36-010 36” x 150’ $130.39 matt white
5 rolls $125.50
PMO3651G-48-010 50” x 150’ $181.68 gloss white
5 rolls $174.86
PMO3651G-54-000 54” x 150’ $195.47 gloss clear
5 rolls $188.14
PMO3651G-54-010 54” x 150’ $195.47 gloss white
5 rolls $188.14
PMO3651M-54-010 54” x 150’ $195.47 matte white
5 rolls $188.14

Date: 4-12-10 *Prices are subject to change without notice.

Orajet product # 3850 is a 3 mill semi-gloss, 7 yr.high-performance translucent vinyl
with a clear permanent adhesive, created for both interior and exterior backlit signs and displays. Available
in the following sizes from stock:
PMO3850-30-010
30” x 150’ $291.60 (.78 sf) 5 rolls $280.80(.75 sf)
PMO3850-54-010
54” x 150’ $532.40
5 rolls $512.51

Orajet product # 3951 Professional Wrapping Film, with Command Form technology,
is a 2 mill cast 10 yr. white gloss vinyl with a special repositionable gray pigmented permanent adhesive.
Removable after application of heat and proper removal methods. The most conformable vinyl available.
Best for use on vehicle wraps, fleet graphics, marine and longer term displays and signs. (Use Oraguard
#290 laminating film with this product). Available in the following sizes from stock:
PMO3951G-30-010 30” x 150’ $323.61 (.86 sf) 5 roll $ 307.63 (.82 sf)

Orajet product # 3951 RA Professional Wrapping Film with Rapid Air technology is a 2
mill cast 10 yr. white gloss vinyl featuring Oracal’s advanced air release system for quicker, easier
applications where a very conformable film is needed. Use on the most difficult curves, corrugations and
rivets. Best for use on vehicle wraps and other wrapping applications with complex curves. Always use a
cast laminate with this media i.e.,, 290 Oragaurd. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PMO3951RA-30-010 30” x 150’ $369.35 (.98 sf) 5 rolls $355.67 (.95 sf)
PMO3951RA-54-010 54” x 150’ $678.03
5 rolls $652.60

Laminates
Oraguard product # 210 is a 2.5 mill clear gloss over-laminate.
It offers an UV extension factor of 2 yrs, engineered for large format digital prints in medium term indoor
and outdoor applications. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PL0-210G-30 30” x 150’
$121.68 (gloss) (.32 sf)
PL0-210M-30 30” x 150’
$121.68 (matte)
PL0-210G-54 54” x 150’
$220.50 (gloss)
PL0-210M-54 54” x 150’
$220.50 (matte)
PL0-210SG-54 54” x 150’
$220.50 (semi gloss)

Oraguard product # 215 is a 2.75 mill clear gloss or matte over-laminate.
It offers an UV extension factor of 3 yrs, engineered for large format digital prints in medium to long term
applications. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PL0-215G-36 36” x 150’
$235.42 (gloss) (.52 sf)
PL0-215G-54 54” x 150’
$352.87 (gloss)
PL0-215M-54 54” x 150’
$352.87 (matte)

Oraguard product # 290 is a 2 mill cast clear gloss over-laminate with the best
conformability available. It offers a UV extension factor of 4 yrs. Great for vehicle graphics, fleet graphics
and longer term displays. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PL0-290G-30 30” x 150’
$265.51(.71 sf) 3 rolls $243.88 (.65 sf)
PL0-290G-54 54” x 150’
$481.16

Oraguard product # 290GF is a 2 mill cast clear gloss over-laminate that has an
optically clear adhesive that’s especially important when laminating window graphic film, with the best
conformability available. It offers a UV extension factor of 4 yrs. Great for vehicle graphics, fleet graphics
and longer term displays. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PL290GF10-30 30” x 30’
$68.10(.91 sf)
PL0-290GF-54 54” x 150’
$501.78 (.74 sf)

Date: 4-12-10 *Prices are subject to change without notice.

*NEW PRODUCT Print-Pro pressure sensitive 4.5 mil gloss calendared cold
laminate, an economical laminate intended for both indoor & outdoor applications. Intended for flat
applications with calendared print media. There is added UV protection with an outdoor life of up to 3
years. Available in the following sizes from stock:
PLRS-51 51” x 164’ $147.09 (.24 sf)

Window Perf
Orajet product # 3676 is a 4 mil, 3 year perforated window film. It’s a 60/40 product
meaning that you have 60% print area and 40% holes. Ideal for architectural projects, doors and
applications requiring a more vivid print than with a 50/50 product. Available in the following size from
stock:
PM010-3676-30-010 30” x 30’ $183.40 (2.45 sf)
PM010-3676-54-010 30” x 30’ $332.35

Universal’s one-way window film is an 8 mill product with a clear permanent
adhesive. It has 3 year durability, but printed durability depends on ink and laminate used. This product is a
50/50 pattern which means that 50% of the media has been removed with the holes. Available from stock in
10 yard rolls in the following widths:
PMU45301-965 30” x 30’
$142.88 (1.89 sf)
PMU45541-965 54” x 30’
$247.91

Printable Reflective
Oralite 5600 Fleet Engineering Grade Reflective is a 7 year, 5 mill film that combines
reflectivity, flexibility and removability. Ideal for use on compound curves, over rivets and corrugated
surfaces. It meets ASTM 4956 for reflectivity and is solvent and thermal printable. Available in the following
sizes from stock:
V560010-24-010
24” x 30’ $184.00 (3.07 sf)
V560010-30-010
30” x 30’ $228.40
V5600-30-010
30” x 150’ $918.12 (2.45 sf)

Roland Certified Products

*NEW PRODUCT Roland’s SGP2 is Roland’s best selling solvent glossy paper. It’s
specially coated for solvent ink printing, 7.5 mill thick, has a great white point and gloss level at a very
economical price. Perfect for posters, presentations and trade show graphics. Roland recommends a heat
setting of 30-35 C for best results. Available from stock in the following sizes:
PMESM-SGP2-100-30 30” x 100’ $79.99 (.32 sf)
PMESM-SGP2-100-54 54” x 100’ $111.99

Roland’s ESM-GCVP gloss calendared vinyl is a 3 mill white vinyl with a permanent
adhesive. Works well on flat, smooth surfaces. Intended uses are POP, floor graphics, vehicle and outdoor
graphics. Available from stock in the following sizes:
PMRESM-GCVP 30” x 75’
$79.95 (.43 sf)

Date: 4-12-10 *Prices are subject to change without notice.

Roland’s PCM-HTM 3.5 mill opaque white heat transfer media for making textile heat
transfers. Durable as a garment transfer for up to 20 washes. Available from stock in the following sizes;
PMRPCM-HTM50 24” x 50’
$123.99 (1.24 sf)

Roland’s PCM-MAC7 18 mill matte artist canvas. Cotton and polyester based product with
excellent image quality and white point. Durable for up to 75 years indoors. Great for murals, fine art and
photography. Available from stock in the following sizes;
PMRPCM- MAC724 24” x 40’
$149.95 (1.87 sf)
PMRPCM- MAC742 42” x 40’
$225.41

KRAFT PAPER
50# brown paper with a 3” core. Great for patterns, wrapping and as a “sled” for laminating. 820’ on a roll,
available in 2 roll widths.
PRP-RKRAFTPAPER
54” x 820’
$57.36 (.02 sf)
PRP-RKRAFTPAPER -60 60” x 820’
$75.47

ROLAND INK

Roland Eco-Sol Max Ink 220 ml cartridges. Available in process yellow, cyan, magenta,
black, light cyan & light magenta.
PRIMAXESLBK- Black, PRIMAXESLCY- Cyan, PRIMAXESLLC- Light Cyan, PRIMAXESLLM- Light Magenta,
PRIMAXESLMG- Magenta, PRIMAXESLYE-Yellow
220ml
$69.99 each
12 each $65.67 each
440 ml
$128.99 each
12 each $121.02 each

Date: 4-12-10 *Prices are subject to change without notice.

